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HAYLEY Turner (left), with Paul and Anna Hanagan; 

and on the right the star-studded 2008  

International Team at Turffontein. 

Hayley, Hanagan confirmed for 

Turffontein Jockeys’ International 
THERE will be a Jockeys’ International Challenge at Turffontein this season and Larry Wainstein, CEO of the  

Racing Association, said today that Haley Turner, the world’s best-known female jockey and former UK Champion 

Paul Hanagan have both accepted invitations for the event. 

The International Challenge will be held on 16 Novem-

ber and will feature a six-man South African team  

riding against six representing the Internationals. 

 

Wainstein said: “Phumelela staged the International 

Challenge in Singapore last year and we had Lyle  

Hewitson, Muzi Yeni and Aldo Domeyer competing. We 

decided to bring it back to South Africa this year. 

 

“The contest will be taking place on the Monaco  

Million Rand Maiden day when we’ll have a Maiden 

Plate worth that amount, sponsored by Prince Albert 

and some businessmen from Monaco. The Prince him-

self won’t be attending, but some of the Monaco guys 

already have racing interests here and we’re expect-

ing a few of them to attend the meeting as our guests. 

 

“We’re also expecting the former Liverpool goalkeeper 

Bruce Grobbelaar to be in attendance. He has ties 

with the Monaco business people and is a drawcard 

himself, a very well-known former soccer star with a 

following.” 

 

The remaining four members of the International 

Team will be announced in due course, and Wainstein 

commented: “We always start at the top and go down 

the list of the best available riders so yes, we are talk-

ing to the likes of Frankie Dettori.”  (to page 2) 

BRUCE G: Popular, and well-connected. 
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JOCKEYS’ INTERNATIONAL (fm p1) 

 

“We’ll also try to secure the Irishman PJ Macdonald, 

he’s made big progress in the last few seasons, and 

Daniel Tudhope, who did so well at Royal Ascot and is 

in second to Oisin Murphy on the 2019 UK log. 

 

“Manuel Nunes, the Brazilian who rode successfully in 

Singapore and is doing equally well in Mauritius, is an-

other on our shortlist but you have to remember that 

many of the top guys have fixed engagements in the 

Breeders’ Cup and the Japan Cup and we’ll only be 

able to confirm the last four names at a later stage.” 

 

The South Africans will probably have to do without 

champion jockey Lyle Hewitson and Wainstein said:  

“Lyle is tied up in Hong Kong and the officials are un-

likely to let him off for the day, which means we’ll have 

Muzi Yeni, the next three on the 2018 log being Anton 

Marcus, Gavin Lerena and Greg Cheyne, and two wild 

card selections.” (Assuming Richard Fourie and  

Warren Kennedy would be automatic choices here?) 

 

Wainstein concluded: “We’ll be hoping for a good turn-

out to the event and good support from trainers, it’s a 

beautiful time of the year. We’re planning some extra 

things, Mike de Kock suggested that we have tables in 

our dining areas hosted by some of our legendary re-

tired jockeys like Anthony Delpech, who seldom missed 

an international contest, Karl Neisius, Kevin Shea, 

Johnny Geroudis and so on. That’s a good idea. We’ll 

send out updates when they become available.”  - tt. 

MICHéLE Wing with the late Alan Duncan. 

Alan D was loved because 

he loved to talk! 

THE racing industry is mourning the loss of cameraman 

Alan Duncan, who has died of cancer, aged 59. 

Duncan worked extensively in racing for Gold Circle in 

Durban and was retained until recently. He has been  

suffering illness for a year, but continued as a freelance 

contractor fulfilling most of his former duties including 

inserts for Tellytrack’s magazine shows, visits to stud 

farms and the Racing News Show with Michéle Wing. 

 

Wing, who worked with Duncan until a few weeks ago, 

commented: “Alan was a very hospitable, amicable  

person who knew everyone in the industry and got on with 

everyone. 

 

“He was very good at what he did, not just a man with a 

camera but a man with an actual interest in racing.  

He’d often recommend questions while we were 

doing interviews and they were so good we’d have 

to use them, slip them into our interviews. 

 

“Alan loved to talk. He was always keen for a chat. 

We had a standing joke between us, I always said if 

I turned my back and he started casually chatting to 

someone, we’d miss our intended interviews.” 

 

Wing noted that Duncan was a trained pilot and 

told: “This is why jockey Stuart Randolph was one of 

Alan’s good mates. Stuart also has a pilot’s licence. 

Whenever we went to Summerveld for interviews 

and Stuart was there, they’d end up talking about 

aeroplanes. When a plane flew over, we’d have to 

stop the interviews because Alan and Stuart would 

identify the aircraft by the sound it made, and start 

a conversation about it!” 

 

Said Rob Oakley, who produced promotional videos 

for the Durban July and worked with Duncan several 

times: “I spoke to Alan about a month ago, he 

phoned me and we spoke for an hour, there must 

have been a message in there, I am saddened by 

his death. 

 

“Alan worked as a cameraman for the National 

Parks Association before he joined Gold Circle. He 

also did a lot of stuff with Raymond Rogers, another 

in the field who died not too long ago. It’s uncanny. 

 

“Alan would chuckle at this, he wouldn’t mind me 

telling you but we called him ‘Ever-Late Alan’ be-

cause he could simply not make a meeting in time. 

Perhaps he talked too much on the way, a very  

affable person who will be missed!” (to page 5) 
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ALAN DUNCAN (fm p2) 

 

Duncan is survived by his second wife Bev, and two 

children from his previous marriage. 

 

Our condolences go to his family and friends. –tt. 

BHA labours over whip use 
 

THE British Horseracing Authority (BHA) has issued 

a measured defence of the sport’s use of the whip 

in response to the Labour party’s animal welfare 

manifesto, stressing it is a safe device that is used 

effectively and not at the expense of equine wel-

fare. 

 

Should a Labour government come to power it 

would launch an “independent review of the use of 

the whip to establish if its use for ‘encouragement’ 

can be justified”, as part of the manifesto which 

was released in full on Wednesday. 

 

The manifesto does acknowledge the whip also 

performs the important purpose of keeping horse 

and jockey safe, but its use as a motivational tool 

is questioned. 

 

In a detailed statement, the BHA on Wednesday 

highlighted the safety features of the whip, and 

how its use had substantially improved. 

 

The statement read: “The design of the whip is 

foam-padded and energy absorbing. The thresh-

olds for use are set well below the point at which 

its use might compromise the welfare of a horse. 

 

BHA executive director Will Lambe said: “We re-

spect the right of politicians to ask questions of 

our sport and we can – and do – reassure them of 

the high standards of welfare in British racing, and 

the steps we are taking to enhance our welfare 

record and reputation. We have had constructive 

engagement with Labour’s shadow Defra team to 

date, and will respond in a measured and united 

way as a sport way to ensure that the appropriate 

facts and information are set out confidently and 

fairly.”  - Racing Post. 
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How long before we lose Ali? 

WITH respect to Trevor Denman… Alistair Cohen is arguably in 

a league of his own and one wonders how long before the 

Dollar lure becomes strong enough for the Ali Cat? He called a 

race at Musselburgh, Scotland’s second biggest track this 

week, and said: “It was an honour to call alongside Ian Bart-

lett. When I landed in the UK Richard Hoiles got me the green 

light for my call from the course manager Robert Hogarth. I 

played golf at Musselburgh too, it’s like Greyville with a course 

in the middle, so I got the lay of the land.” He added: “ I got 

more than I bargained for in the UK. I wanted to watch an  

Aston Villa match, I saw them win. (Great stroke of luck!) I 

wanted to play golf in Scotland — got to play 3 times. I wanted 

to go racing -  ended up calling 2 races. Thanks to everyone 

who helped!” He’s homeward bound, our boy, let’s enjoy his 

local calls while we can. 

http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
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